
Web Optimized Designs for Sites and Social Media

Web Site Optimized Graphics
  

Extreme Exposures provides businesses and organizations with graphics and images that are
optimized for web viewing. Images that are crisp, clean and scaled down appropriately to avoid
the lag time that oversized images create that slow down a site viewer's browser.

  Web Site Development
  

We are currently not accepting any new site development clients at this time. Web site
development requires a full time effort on the developer's part to keep current technology up to
date. So as of 2020, we will not accept any new accounts, but are maintaining only a few client
web sites. Two clients that we have recreated new sites for are Hulten Speed Sports  of St.
Johnsville, NY and 
ESTA Safety Park Dragstrip
of Cicero, NY. Both web sites were built using the 
Wix.com
platform. The Wix platform allows us to utilize our extensive "desktop publishing" skills in much
the same way we design marketing literature, menus and promotional materials. 

  

Wix.com maintains all the site technology and security updates while providing a secure server
presence allowing us to focus on creating effective site content and images. As we strive for a
modern, feature rich web experience for our web clients, we may open new development
opportunities in the future.

  

SEO Maintenance
SEO (search engine optimization) is critical for web clients to achieve high, first-page search
engine rankings. There are numerous steps that need to be taken AND maintained to achieve,
consistent high Search Engine rankings. Keywords, metadata tags, relevant content, external
links and frequent content updates all contribute to highly ranked SE results. Putting all these
elements in place does not produce instantaneous, first page results. Let us help you gain a
higher ranking and maintain it.
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http://www.hultenspeedsports.com
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Hulten Speed SportsA motorcycle performance machine shop and tuning center located in St. Johnsville, NY. • www.Hultenspeedsports.com  Hulten's utilizes computer controlled design and machining equipment to design and build highperformance engines for V-Twin powered motorcycles for Harley-Davidson and Indianmotorcycles. All engine builds produce horsepower and torque increases logged on theirDynoJet chassis dyno. Whether installed at the Hulten facility, or engine components areshipped across the country, their power development is quickly setting record performancenumbers that are being recognized nationally.  Web site designed by Extreme Exposures, hosted and maintain on Wix.com servers.    

ESTA Safety Park Dragstrip - Cicero, NY • www.ESTAdrags.com  Entering it's 60th year as an NHRA-member track, ESTA Safety Park is located in Cicero, NYand holds weekly NHRA drag racing events every Sunday throughout the summer.  ESTA has 9 E.T. racing series classes available for all racing budgets and skill levels. Fromfull-blown, purpose-built race vehicles to dual purpose street/strip classes, motorcycles andeven snowmobiles!  Special events are scheduled throughout the season to run in conjunction with their weekly E.T.series events or stand-alone programs.  Web site designed by Extreme Exposures, hosted and maintain on Wix.com servers.  
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